MEMORY PIECES for solo ad lib. (2006-09)

NOTE ON THE WORK
In this collection, it was a compositional occupation to work with recurring structural elements within improvisation and thus stretch memory capabilities. Please see the playing material for more explanation.

RECORDINGS PROVIDED
please see below

PERFORMANCE HISTORY (as of June 2010)

Memory Piece 2:
Memory_Piece02_version01.mp3
Memory_Piece02_version02.mp3

Memory Piece 3:
Memory_Piece03.mp3

Memory Piece 5:
Memory Piece05.mp3

Memory Piece 6: 19.August 2011, Concert Church, Copenhagen. Michal Górzynski solo (bass clarinet)
Memory Piece06 version 01.AVI (video)

Memory Piece 6: 19.August 2011, Concert Church, Copenhagen. Pawel Nowicki (percussion) solo.
Memory Piece06 version 02.AVI (video)

Memory Piece 6: 19.August 2011, Concert Church, Copenhagen. Dagna Sadkowska (violin) solo.
Memory Piece06 version 03.AVI (video)
Memory Piece 6: 19. August 2011, Concert Church, Copenhagen. Piotr Nowicki (piano) solo. 
Memory Piece06 version 04.AVI (video)

Memory Piece06 version 05.AVI (video)
Also included on DVD: The Intuitive P’ARTty. P-ART (Paul Timmermans), 2015.
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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons "by-nc" License. 
You may for non-commercial purposes use and distribute it, performance instructions as well as specially designated recordings, as long as the author is mentioned. 
Please see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/ for details